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From Seating

To Standing
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Our Company
JCM, part of Sunrise Medical, is a world leader in the development,
design, manufacture and distribution of manual wheelchairs, powered
wheelchairs, mobility scooters, mobility aids and both standard and
customised seating and positioning systems. With 1,800 associates
worldwide, Sunrise Medical manufactures products in our own
facilities in the United Kingdom as well as Mexico, Germany, United
States, Spain, Netherlands, Poland and China.
Our key products, marketed under the JCM, Quickie, Zippie, Breezy,
Sterling, JAY, Coopers and Lomax proprietary brands, are sold through
a network of homecare medical product dealers or distributors in over
130 countries.

Our Philosophy
- Improving people's lives
Sunrise Medical's ethos is centred around the fundamental principle
of improving people's lives, from developing cutting edge mobility
products with life changing results, to the smaller everyday design
features incorporated into our products to make life that bit easier.
We are committed to performing extraordinary efforts every day in all
we do and to empower our clients to live the life they want, free from
limits and boundaries.

Green Policy
The modular design of our products offers easy disassembly for
recycling. If you would like assistance with recycling old JCM products
please contact us. We promote lean manufacturing and have a strict
in-house recycling policy for all of our waste materials. Alternatively
speak to us about Choices: Refurb & Recycle to look at ways we can
help maximise product lifecycle.

www.SunriseMedical.co.uk/JCM
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Why JCM
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We are committed to ensuring...
1) You have access to leading
specialist seating and therapeutic
equipment

6) Services – a comprehensive
range of services to ensure
complete customer satisfaction

Via the Triton™ series of modular seating, Triton Dynamix ®,
Sunbeam, Star, Neptune 2, Aurora and Jupiter.

Customer Commitment

2) Product innovation and quality
At JCM our mission is to enhance people’s daily lives by
creating high quality and innovative products and solutions.
Through customer engagement with our product feedback
process we have made a policy of continuous improvement:

3) Knowledge and experienced staff
Our dedicated team in Customer Services is equipped to take
your call and answer any queries you may have. Whether
you are enquiring on order status, warranties or services; our
friendly and knowledgeable staff are here to support you.
Your local Product Specialist can help and advise on product
stability, as well as provide professional assistance during
clinical assessment and review during appointments.

4)
JCM’s popular training workshops are held regularly and
nationally at the Training Theatre at Sunrise Medical's Head
Office in the West Midlands. These sessions will cover the
principles of seating & measurements and the technical
workshop.

5) Clinics and Demo Events
Clinics are an efficient use of resources for multiple
assessments, reviews and set-ups. We are happy to discuss
your requirements and to help set up a clinic in your area.
Demo Days
Another useful resource available from JCM. We are happy
to host demonstration days to allow you and your colleagues
to come together as a team and view, review, and get hands
on advice on the functionality and flexibility of our full seating
range and therapy products.

We are committed to taking care of our customers by
providing a thorough range of services to meet your needs.
We work closely with therapists, teachers and parents
to understand fully the needs of the end users and the
challenges they face. Through these partnerships we develop
our products and services.
Assessment Service
JCM offer a free, no obligation, assessment service
undertaken by experienced Product Specialists. Our national
team can work alongside you to help find the best solution,
as well as offering degrees of product customisation. To take
advantage of this service call our Customer Care team on
0845 605 66 88 option 4 who can schedule an assessment
for you.
Responsive Aftercare
Should you require support with your new product, our
Product Specialists can assist you with your product set
up and training needs. We also offer scheduled reviews to
ensure the product is correctly maintained and still meets the
needs of the user.
Warranty and Service
We pride ourselves in being able to offer a fantastic 3 year
manufacturer’s warranty on all products manufactured by
JCM. We have field based service engineers who can offer
on-site product service and repairs to ensure products are
maintained within statutory guidelines. Please contact our
Customer Care team for further information on
0845 605 66 88 option 4.

Services
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7) Knowledge at your fingertips
Visit our website any time of the day to get up to date
information and technical advice on our full range of seating
and therapy products.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/JCM - the home of all our products
and services.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/JCMCarSeats - view our range
of accessible car seats, providing full postural support and
tested to the highest safety standards.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/JCMSeating - view our
comprehensive range of seating systems, providing optimum
comfort, function and control.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/JCMStandingFrames designed for complete postural management and enhanced
independence, JCM Standing Frames helps encourage
growth and development, respiratory and digestive function,
as well as enhanced social interaction.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/JCMAcademy - Find out more
about our FREE of charge training workshops, the course
outlines and learning outcomes.
sunrisemedical.co.uk/MeetTheTeam - all of the useful
telephone numbers and email addresses you’ll need.

8) Get in touch
We're always ready to help with any queries you may
have. You can contact our knowledgeable support team on
the details below:
Tel: 0845 605 6688, option 4
Fax: 0845 605 6689
Email: JCM@sunmed.co.uk
For order queries please email
jcmorders@sunmed.co.uk or telephone us on the
number above
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Choices
Driving efficiency and innovation in
specialist equipment provision
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What is Choices?
JCM recognise that every purchasing authority and clinical provider has differing objectives and specific
regional issues in their quest to achieve their set healthcare outcomes for their client base. Choices is a set of
JCM supply options that can be tailor-made for NHS, Community, Education and Healthcare focused charities
that are looking to get the best possible balance between high quality service provision and outstanding
value for money. Whether it’s by a direct purchase, refurbishment or re-issuing equipment.
The JCM tailor-made approach is to work with each customer group to establish an individual set of
solutions that meet their local and regional needs. For example – you can buy the equipment, have a service
package included in the price upfront and build in refurbishment and re-issue solutions. What sets JCM apart
is our “solutions” led approach which leaves all possibilities available – without being too prescriptive and
therefore restrictive.
There are a number of key points to consider when evaluating your equipment provider, so why choose JCM?

Why choose JCM?
• Our Clinics – an efficient use of resources
for multiple assessments, reviews and
set-ups.

covers, checking of all working parts,
and specification of any additional parts
identified at assessment to aid child
development.

• Assessment, set-up and reviews of all
equipment - all part of the JCM service
without additional cost.

• Service packages – tailored by price and
volume.

• Purchase plans based on your own
anticipated volumes – improves cost
effectiveness.

• Training programmes – clinical and
technical workshops hosted free of
charge and all CPD accredited.

• Refurbishment purchase options;
refurbished / re-issued – complete with
fully documented service history.

• JCM Tailor-Made - please turn overleaf to
find out more!

• Regular review of store held inventory
for re-issue – to identify potential client
‘matches’.
• Localised Refurbishment – JCM service
engineers can fully service and refurbish
equipment locally, this avoids multiple
carriage charges and saves you valuable
time.
• Full and comprehensive refurbishments
include; a full service, replacement of
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What is JCM Tailor-made?
• Just for you solutions for everyday living: comfort and function hand in hand
• Precision in posture – solutions as individual as you are
• Quality & Innovation – JCM expertise
• Contemporary healthcare practice – sharing knowledge, together we achieve

JCM expertise
We believe that conducting a thorough assessment is vital in prescribing the optimal posture management equipment. We
spend time gathering data from the therapists we work with in assessments; we look to experts in the field, and apply what
constitutes best practices in this area for our product specialists, and how the skills for best practices are acquired and
maintained.

The JCM way: Best Practice Keys
Experience – we use the experience of our customers, who are the real experts. We have a competency and proficiency
framework in our team - those with experience draw on their knowledge to use relevant information to drive our problem
solving and develop others.
Our belief is that all best practice is a balance between research and clinical judgement. Reflecting and learning from
experience helps one to remember, reason, and problem-solve. This drives innovation.
With this sharing of experience, techniques improve. Not only do the techniques improve, but the ability to draw information
and to understand what “feels right” when conducting the assessment also improves and becomes easily identifiable.

The JCM process:
•

The assessment is done with the therapists we work with.

•

Applying biomechanical anatomical knowledge together. Understanding biomechanics and movement can help to
configure a seating system for the optimum outcome.

•

Environmental assessment. Assessment in situ or together in clinic with trial of equipment and feedback from the client
and/or caregiver can help to inform the suitability of recommended equipment, such as seat to floor height relative to table
heights; indoors outdoors options; or simply having the space for a piece of equipment e.g. a standing frame in a small
home!

•

Collaboration. It is important to do an assessment that allows the client to express their own perspective if possible.

•

Great posture management includes a balance of client values and needs, collaborative clinical expertise and synergy
in product specialist knowledge.

•

Knowledge and understanding of the technology available, both “old” and “new’’ is invaluable in assisting clinical
reasoning.

•

Set up and Review: Follow-up client satisfaction is everything. We believe in a partnership with our customers, it is
important to partner with the consumer as the client brings the perspective of their own experience, skills, and knowledge
of needs. Evidence-based practice supports a client-centred approach.
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Tailor-Making your Choice

Meet with the JCM team to establish purchase needs & choose the best option

New Equipment

Ex-demo Equipment

Assessment

Assessment

Set-up

Set-up

Review

Review

Logistics

Logistics

Service Packages

Service Packages

Refurbishing

Budget management control

Reissuing
Budget management control

Training | Technical Support | HCP product / service feedback
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How does it work?
• All packages include client assessment, product delivery / set-up and after care that
meets the needs of client, carer and equipment provider.
• Use the building blocks approach to create refurbishment and recycling services for
your area's specific requirements – for example re-issuing of equipment with a defined
“decontamination, service and accessory package” at an agreed cost to make best use
of equipment assets.
• Stock management to increase efficiency
• Storage and logistical support
• Ease of decontamination of returned equipment to comply with infection control
governance and MHRA directives – make sure you know that equipment is safe and
clean to re-issue.
• Comprehensive and thorough after sales service that includes equipment warranties,
testing and inspecting to comply with current statutory legislations and on-going
preventative maintenance schemes.
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Don’t just take our word for it…
“Since starting our seating clinics in April 2012 we have been supported continuously
throughout by JCM Seating Solutions. JCM initially helped us to look at our refurbished
stock and give us ideas in how we could invest and improve this. We then moved forwards
with our seating clinics held on a 6 weekly basis.
Our clinics are a whole team effort of therapists, the Red Cross and manufacturers who
jointly promote provision of postural seating. Wherever possible, this is from high quality
refurbished stock. The group work as a team welcoming children into the clinic environment
and as such the child receives a high level of skill and expertise related to their own specific
unique postural needs.
We now have a working solution set up of consignment stock which ensures we have some
new seating readily available for the younger children who attend the clinics to enable to us
to meet their requirements in the timeliest way. JCM have been fully committed to helping
us work through any difficulties we have come across and we have a successful system
working for the children of Nottinghamshire”.
Katie Marsden (Strategic Lead of Occupational Therapists) & Esme Hobbs (OT Team Manager) Nottinghamshire County Council Children’s Disability Services Occupational Therapy.
Ask your local product specialist for the latest details on our Choices scheme.
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Workshop and Training Packages at JCM
JCM workshops provide an opportunity to enhance the clinical reasoning skills for determining the optimal
seating and positioning equipment. The workshops apply evidence-based knowledge to seating and postural
equipment. Participants also have the opportunity to reflect on their own experience and to develop the
practical skills to complete a comprehensive and holistic assessment and informed equipment choices. In
addition, those taking part can also gain practical knowledge with seating and positioning with a hands on
approach to develop skills.

Available programmes:Postural management:
• JCM specialist seating product workshop
• JCM technical training
CPD markers:
Guided learning, self-directed learning, skill development, increased knowledge base, peer review and
interaction, evidence based practice, expert guidance and tutelage, professional development in: health and
safety, clinical decision making, professional responsibility.
JCM Postural Management Workshop: Specialist Seating
Learning outcomes: Define aligned posture, describe the principles of correct posture in sitting, describe
common difficulties with posture in sitting and the consequences, describe the benefits of postural
management in the form of seating, list the risk factors for pressure management and prevention techniques,
apply specialist seating as an intervention and occupational solution, understand the importance of review,
evaluation and outcome measuring.
JCM Postural Management Workshop: Technical Training
Learning outcomes: The JCM Technical Course is designed to teach the basic skills needed for inspection,
reconfiguration and re-issuing of JCM products with the skills to set-up and review. The session will include:
Practical demonstration of all core product groups, Tuition in set-up and how to make adjustments of all
core product groups, Set-up a safe management/ re-issuing procedure, Equipment management: grow your
confidence in adjustment, reissue and reconfiguration, as well as set up and everyday adjustments.

Find out more and book your place
You can view the training dates available and book your place at
www.sunrisemedical.co.uk/jcmacademy-booking. Visit www.sunrisemedical.co.uk/jcmacademy to
find out more information. Should you have any queries please email steps@sunmed.co.uk
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Posture
Management
& Control
Where does good posture
start?
Postural management aims to address general clinical goals by
providing optimum comfort, function and control.
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•
•
•
•

Comfort
Function
Control
Stability
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Postural management and JCM
At JCM we work on the premise that human posture can
be defined as the position of one or more body segments
in relation to another and their orientation in space. The
head, trunk, pelvis, lower limbs and feet are known as body
‘segments’, while the spinal joints, hips, knees, ankles and
shoulder joints are considered the body ‘linkages’. This means
all have to be thought about and accommodated, and we
know that when considering posture it should be seen as an
active and dynamic process which underpins movement and
function, as well as our health and well being.
Posture and movement are inextricably linked, they work
together! Our posture at any one time is a temporary rested
movement, which is in a constant state of change. It is never
static and our equipment is designed to respond to these ever
changing snapshots of posture.

Posture is seen as a relationship
between:

•
•
•

Comfort and well being
Movement and stability
Function and occupation

Equipment needs to achieve a balance with all these factors
whilst also considering its environment and practical image of
the equipment in everyday situations.
The JCM range reflects an understanding of the way that
humans learn Postural control through achieving normal
developmental milestones, including the maturing of postural
reactions, the integration of primitive reflexes, as well as
maintaining normal muscle postural tone. This can be seen
reflected through the range from early interventions tools,
through to equipment for teens in transition, all the way to
postural management in adult life.

What does postural management
equipment need to do?
Physical Goals:
This can be facilitation, correction or maintaining the posture.
For example, optimum positioning enables the pelvis, trunk
and shoulder girdle to remain stable so that the hands are
free to function.

Social Inclusion:
When development is delayed, independent sitting, standing
or walking may not be achievable. Postural equipment
becomes a vitally important tool socially - as most people
interact in different positions in different environments and
different times.

Cognitive and Behavioural Goals:
Good posture can help develop many skills, for example
perception: an upright posture helps develop three
dimensional depth and distance awareness, as well as
general communication and levels of concentration.

Functional and Environmental Goals:
Any individual of any age with any illness or disability may
benefit from some type of postural management support to
improve their quality of life, and interact with their wider
environment, family, friends and carers in a positive way.

Posture Management and Control
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How do we do this? Where does good posture start?
Postural management equipment aims to address general clinical goals by providing optimum:

Sacroiliac
joints

Front Hip
Bone (ASIS)
Pubic
Symphysis

Iliac bone

Back Hip
Bone (PSIS)
Sacrum
ASIS: anterior
superior iliac spine

Coccyx

PSIS: posterior
superior iliac spine

Ischial
tuberosity

Symphysis
pubis

Pelvic and hip stability
Good posture begins with the pelvis - the most important feature of any postural management equipment or mobility system is
its ability to align or accommodate a range of pelvic positions. This gives the best possible base of support.

Why?
A focus on pelvic control maintains an upright stable pelvis in its neutral position. In this position the spine, shoulder girdle,
trunk, head and neck can function in their most stable position. Our spines respond to the correct pelvic angle which means that
the spine too can be active in its natural upright curves.
Pelvic stability – good positioning at the hips means our limbs are encouraged to lie in a mid-range position which can
minimise abnormal tone. This can help prevent further
complications such as muscle contracture or hip pain and
subluxation which can require surgical intervention.
Options in sacral positioning - optimal positioning at the
sacrum should be used to accommodate specific positions
- we are all different. For example this may be used to
minimise posterior tilt and allow the extensor spasm to
occur without the user’s pelvis sliding out of alignment, or
accommodate spinal rotation by rotating and contouring
with the hips and spine.

A Healthy Spine
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A spine with a sideways
curvature (scoliosis)
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Trunk and head alignment, upper limb
The aim is for stability and symmetry. When we have a good level of stability at the trunk and head this contributes to the
stability of the pelvis and facilitates arm and hand function, concentration and social interaction. Good trunk control helps
retraction of the shoulder girdle into the neutral position which means that the upper limb is able to get on with tasks and fine
motor activities can be facilitated allowing activities such as meals, washing and dressing, writing, computer work, hobbies
and playing games. Daily activities are more easily performed and engaged in a context with family, carers, teachers and peers
more readily.

Lower limb, legs and feet:
A focus on the lower limb adds to a more stable symmetrical and functional position. For example tightness in the hamstrings
and unsupported feet can contribute to instability of the pelvis, and therefore the alignment of the trunk and head, impacting
overall posture. Scissoring or wind sweeping can be accommodated, as well as real or apparent leg length discrepancies. The
ability to accommodate wind sweeping and spinal rotation means that the user can be fully supported while the trunk and head
face forward, improving opportunities for social interaction.

Dynamix as a clinical tool and outcome measure
This dynamix system (Internationally patented) is ideal for a user with a strong extensor spasm and a varying muscle tone. The
system allows the extensor spasm to occur in a totally controlled fashion, eliminating
any unwanted feed back or stimulation from uncontrolled movement of the seating
system.
The system facilitates smooth movement and return in the same way in which the
body moves naturally: as the air pressure mechanism ensures that any movement in
the back is smooth and controlled.
By using a variable pressure piston you are able to manipulate two factors: firstly you
must set the strength of the resistance of the back, secondly the speed of its return
to its original position – thus you have two clinical variables which are able to be
manipulated and measured directly as clinical outcome measures in the context of
evidence based practice.

Summary:
• Interventions which promote optimal positioning, social inclusion and occupational performance
• Promoting independence, and improving quality of life
• Proactive rather than reactive approach
• Supporting outcome measuring and evidence based practice

Posture Management and Control
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Specialist
Seating
Comprehensive range of seating systems for posture,
support and mobility in a variety of environments.
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Specialist Seating
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Sunbeam
Supportive rocking infant chair
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•

The perfect introduction
to supportive seating

•

Tilt in space and recline
functions

•
•

User friendly
Used for floor sitting and
as a high chair

One size covers the needs from 3 months to 3 years approx.

Part of

Sunbeam has a gentle rocking action which can be disengaged when not needed. This enables you to gently rock your child to
sleep in any position, reducing unnecessary handling. The tilt in space and recline functions also aid the gradual development
of head control. The lightweight plastic frame and removable, washable covers make Sunbeam the practical choice. Generous
cushioning in the shaped seat and back provide excellent comfort, while the adjustable tray allows Sunbeam to be used as a
functional seat as well as a feeding chair.

Side Rolls
Excellent lateral support, encourages play
development. Cushions can be modified or removed
completely.

Waistcoat
The waistcoat gives extra upper trunk support if
required. Optional enhanced pelvic support also
available.

Long Sit Pad
Padded calf support option for long sitting.

Removable Footplate

Soft and supportive, they wrap around the trunk to
maintain position with minimum fuss.

Contoured Seat
Aligns the femurs and has liberal seat length
adjustment for growing legs.

Adjustable in height and angle.

Tray
Large surface area allows for play and eating.
Available in 6 & 9 inch cut outs.

Flexi Supports

Sunbeam 5 Star Base

Adjustable rock stop bar

Raise your child so they can eat at the table with the
whole family.

Tilt in Space

Adjustable
Back Angle

MEASUREMENTS (mm)
Seat Depth
Seat to Headrest
Seat to Footplate

MIN
150
250
0

Seat Width (between laterals) 165

Pressure Care Options
Stabilisation cushion that shapes to the user's body
for extra support and custom back rest shape. See
page 79 for more information.

Rocking Action

Floor to Seat (5 star base)
Tilt / Prone
Back Recline
Base Footprint
Max User Weight
Weight of chair

MAX
275
450
280
365

560
700
5.0°
-35°
15.0° -30°
500 x 410
10.0kg
14.4kg

Specialist Seating
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Star
Versatile design for home
and school activities

MEASUREMENTS

Tilt in space, prone
+ adjustable height*

•

Versatile design which
allows growth

•

Great for home & classroom

SIZE 1

SIZE 2

(mm)

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

Seat Depth

200

300

250

350

Seat Height from Floor

285

360

335

410

Seat to Top of Back

320

390

365

Seat Width
Seat Width Between Hip Pads
Width Between Trunk Lateral Supports
Width Between Trunk Lateral Supports (Optional Hardware)
Seat to Footplate
Footplate angle
Armrest Height from seat
Armrest Angle
Push Handle Height
Tilt in Space
Max user weight
Approx. Weight of Seat
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•

230
175
125
75 (In Rig)
130
0
10
90° (prone)
625
10° Prone (Star MHT)

255
200
150 (In Rig)
270
30°
210
65°
700
15° Tilt (Star MHT)
40kg
16kg

425
290

230
170
120 (In Rig)
130
0
10
90° (prone)
725
10° Prone (Star MHT)

310
230
180 (In Rig)
270
30°
210
65°
800
15° Tilt (Star MHT)
60kgs
17kg

*when specified with Star Multi-Base

Part of

Multi-functional height adjustable chair - for ages 1 - 8 approx.
The basic Star seat can be used directly on the floor, allowing the child easier access to playtime activities. Each leg has 75mm
of height adjustment to allow for growing leg length or variable table heights. Star footplate flips away for children who can
stand from a seated position. From a basic seat, Star can be adapted for greater posture management with the addition of a
range of supportive accessories. Excellent seat length and back height ranges enables Star to grow and develop with the child.

Flip-away laterals
Helps maintain trunk position, available with strap &
pad or wrap-around flexi supports.

Adjustable back height
Excellent seat length and back height range enables
Star to grow and develop with the child.

Flip-away footrest

Large tray

The footplate flips away for children who can stand
from seated. It can also be moved up - great for
shorter legs.

Generous tray area allows for play, learning or eating.

In-built pommel

Multi-adjustable arms

Helps maintain correct pelvic position, can be adjusted
in conjunction with the hip pads to align leg position.

Angle adjustable arms enable the tray to stay
horizontal even when the seat is tilted.

Base Options

Star 5 Star Base
Compact and inexpensive, this design takes up less floor space and still offers the
tilt in space function.

Star Multi-Base
Tilt in space multi height base with lockable castors for greater stability.

BASE FOOTPRINTS (mm)

Width

Length

5 Star Base
Multi Base

610
550

610
740

Please ask your local Product Specialist for our latest fabric choices.

Specialist Seating
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Neptune 2
User friendly, adjustable
seating system
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•

Modern & Stylish - available
in 12 different colours

•

Perfect Fit - 4 sizes catering
for young children up to
early adulthood

•

Choose your base - fitted
onto the Zippie Salsa M2
Mini, Zippie RS or JCM
High Low Base

•

Modular Accessories - wide
choice available, tailoring
the Neptune 2 to the child's
needs

Part of

Four seat sizes cater for young children up to early adulthood
The Neptune 2 is a stylish, fully adjustable, modular seating system which is easily interchangeable between static high low,
manual and powered bases. With 4 sizes available, the Neptune 2 has a wide range of adjustment, making it the perfect fit for
small children right up to early adulthood.
Designed with style in mind, compact armrests sized for the child ensures the seat remains narrow and streamlined. Using
modern manufacturing techniques, we have achieved a more slim line seating system that is supportive but ensures you see
the child first!
Designed for use on power, manual and high low indoor bases, the Neptune 2 can be effortlessly integrated onto the updated
JCM High Low base, Zippie RS or Zippie Salsa M² Mini.

Neptune on Zippie RS

Neptune on Zippie Salsa M2 Mini

Neptune on High Low Base

MEASUREMENTS

SIZE 0

SIZE 1

SIZE 2

SIZE 3

(mm)

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

Seat Depth

130

250

200

325

275

400

350

475

Seat Width

140

260

215

325

270

380

325

435

Back Height

325

450

400

525

475

600

550

675

Seat Height Hi-Lo Base (Gas Spring)**

250

620

250

620

Seat Height Hi-Lo Base (Hydraulic)**

270

600

270

600

Seat Height Hi-Lo Base (Electric)**
Lower Leg Length

N/A
110

N/A
260

210

285

N/A

N/A

270

600

310

600

320

580

320

580

255

375

315

480

Total Width Standard Base

550

550

550

N/A

Total Length Standard Base

595

595

595

N/A

Total Width Hi-Lo Base

550

550

550

550

Total Length Hi-Lo Base

595

Seat Angle

-5

Back Angle

- 12.50

Max. User Weight

0

595
0

30 kg

0

665
0

665

30

-5

30

-5

30

-5

300

300

- 12.50

300

- 12.50

300

- 12.50

300

50 kg

0

0

70 kg

0

110 kg

Please ask your local Product Specialist for our latest fabric choices.

Specialist Seating
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Triton

™

Driving innovation in
modular seating
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•

Superior Dynamix &
True Modularity

•

Clinical flexibility for
client individuality

•

Cost effective, robust,
easy to re-issue

Part of

TritonTM
The TritonTM series by JCM offers
individuals who have extensive and
complex seating and postural needs
the opportunity to get active with
others and their surroundings. Its
unique combination of design, form and
functionality is underpinned by years
of experience, continuing development
and a commitment to helping children,

•

Superior Dynamix &
True Modularity

•

Clinical flexibility for
client individuality

•

Cost effective, robust,
easy to re-issue

young people, adults and their
respective carers achieve greater levels
of independence. TritonTM makes a real
difference to users’ lives – enabling
them to experience a wider range of
activities.

and has been designed and developed
with a broad spectrum of customers
and their many different environments
in mind.

TritonTM is therefore a socially inclusive
seating system that meets the
functional and clinical needs of the user

Available from
infant to adult

Specialist Seating
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“Our clients
are individual
and we expect
our products
to represent
that”

“Supports
drive for
efficiency +
re-issue”
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Triton Modular Design
™

Moderate.

Complex.

TritonTM is the most versatile, modular seating system on the market today. With great features, including the detachable
back and leg rests, it is quick and easy to configure and provides a seating system to meet the exact specification of the end
user. Available with or without dynamic seating options, i.e. back and/or footplate option, TritonTM accommodates clients with
moderate through to very complex needs.

Standard Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable backrest
Multi directional sacral pad to accommodate rotation in the hips
Adjustable seat length - 15cm each side
Adjustable back height
Width adjustment
Back angle adjustment, separate to tilt in space
Adjustable angle leg rest mounting - facilitates uni-lateral
positioning
• Removable footplate, modular and dynamic - accommodates full
range + uni-lateral tone
• Choice of flat, ramped or contoured seat cushion
• Only three sizes, each covering 15cm of femoral growth

Detachable Back
Quick disengagement of the upper back assembly;
assists with transportation and client transfer.

Specialist Seating
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The versatile modular design enables you to build
TritonTM to any size and specification.
Accessories
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Multi adjustable headrest

Shoulder protraction pads

Lateral/Flexi trunk supports

Adjustable arms

Abduction pads

Adduction pads

Hip pads

Split seat cushion

Dynamic footplate

Split flip-up footplate

One Piece/Single footplate

Ankle Huggers

Grab post

Activity frame

Tray (Grey or Clear)

Grab rail

Part of

Triton Dynamix
™

®

International Patent

Superior Dynamics
The unique dynamic back is easily adjusted to control the
level of resistance the user feels as they extend in the chair.
This mechanism is not a spring action, as commonly used on
dynamic chairs, but is air pressure controlled and the rebound
is also adjustable so the back moves in harmony with the
user rather than pushing them forward as they relax. These
features, unique to TritonTM, give the chair a controlled, gentle
movement with the flexibility to adjust the system as the user
grows or presents differently.

The dynamic mechanism works independently to the chair’s
reclining back. A locking function can be simply engaged for
periods of feeding, transferring and transportation.

•
•
•

Air Pressure Controlled
Adjustable
Works in harmony with the user

Specialist Seating
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Triton Dynamix
™

International Patent

Controlled Pelvic Positioning

Complementary Ergonomics

In conjunction with the hip supports and superior foams
on the cushion, the wide range of adjustment in the sacral
pad allows you to position the pelvis accordingly. As well
as accommodating adjustment for anterior and posterior
positioning, the sacral pad can be adjusted to accommodate
rotation. This can be used to support a fixed position or assist
with de-rotating the pelvis, with cushion options it assists
obliquity, likewise options are available for more complete
pressure care situations assessed on an individual basis.

In relation to the seat reclining tilt in space and dynamic back
functions, the sacral pad works independently. This helps
maintain a good position at the pelvis as the backrest moves.

Dynamic Footplate
Four independent springs allow the footplate to move in any
direction. This feature improves user's sensory experience and for
heavy users creates a more robust footprint providing longevity in
the product. This is achieved whilst also maintaining a full range of
movement and adjustment through plantar/dorsi flexion.
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Technical Specification
PLAN

FRONT

SIDE

C

E

A

D

F

B

MEASUREMENTS

TRITON 0

TRITON 1

TRITON 2

TRITON 2L

TRITON 3

(mm)

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

MIN

MAX

Seat Depth (A)

150

275

200

350

300

450

415

565

415

565

200

350

300

450

415

565

415

565

420 (MHT)

810 (MHT)

420 (MHT)

810 (MHT)

420 (MHT)

810 (MHT)

420 (MHT)

810 (MHT)

480

680

480

680

Seat Depth Split Seat
Seat Height (from floor)

N/A
420 (MHT)

810 (MHT)

Seat Height from Floor
Seat to Top of Back (D)

Base Interface Height + 80mm
290

375

Seat Width

300

440

260

390

560

315

395

395

475

Seat Width Between Hip Pads (B)

125

225

170

250

220

330

220

330

300

400

Seat Width Between Hip Pads
(Optional 50mm pad)

75

175

120

200

140

250

140

250

250

350

Thigh Guides adjustment

200

340

240

350

300

450

300

450

250

450

Width Between Trunk Lateral
Supports (C)

125

220

150

270

190

315

320

450

320

450

Width Between Trunk Lateral
Supports (In Rig)

65

155

100

220

140

265

140 (In Rig)

265 (In Rig)

280

400

Seat to Footplate (E)

100

180

130

310

200

380

270

450

270

450

Footplate Angle

-90°

25°

-90°

25°

-90°

25°

-90

25°

-90°

25°

Armrest Height from seat

100

160

140

240

140

240

140

240

140

240

Armrest Angle

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

50°

760 (CMPCT)
860 (MHT)

1010 (CMPCT)
1240 (MHT)

860
(MHT)

1240
(MHT)

860
(MHT)

1240 (MHT)

860
(MHT)

1240
(MHT)

860
(MHT)

1240
(MHT)

Tilt in Space

15° prone

25° Tilt

15° prone

25° Tilt

15° prone

25° Tilt

15° prone

25° Tilt

15° prone

25° Tilt

Back Angle Recline (F)

5° (prone)

40°

5° (prone)

40°

5° (prone)

40°

5° prone

25° Recline

5° (prone)

40°

Leg Rest Elevation

30° (prone)

90°

30° (prone)

90°

30° (prone)

90°

30° (prone)

90°

30° (prone)

90°

Push Handle Height

Base Footprint
Ground Clearance with standard
Castor fitted
User Weight
Approx. Weight of Seat

610 X 780 (CMPCT)
590X790 (MHT)

590X790 (MHT)

590X790 (MHT)

590X790 (MHT)

590X790 (MHT)

60mm (MHT)

60mm (MHT)

60mm (MHT)

60mm (MHT)

60mm (MHT)

41KG (Compact Base) 46KG
(MHT)

60KG (MHT Only)

60KG (MHT Only)

80KG (MHT Only)

80KG (MHT Only)

11kg

14.5kg

19.1kg

19.1KG

22.5KG

Please ask your local Product Specialist for our latest fabric choices.

Specialist Seating
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Standing
The 1 tool 3-in-1 stander

34

Mobility

Part of

Aurora

• Clinical flexibility for client
individuality
• Smart ergonomics & small
footprint
• Available in 4 sizes

Standing
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What is the aurora standing frame?
Aurora is a 3 in 1 standing frame, which
can accommodate full range from supine,
through to upright and prone. Offering a
full selection of options and accessories
to support functionality and contemporary
therapy, plus individual standing needs.
All of this can be achieved with one tool
for adjustment, supporting a user friendly
approach to postural management.

We can use the Aurora for children from
an early age to support early intervention
through to adulthood, accommodating a
weight of 80kg.
With a suite of head, trunk, leg and foot
options we can create the perfect postural
support for the individual, facilitating true
modularity and precision in posture.

• Encourages bone and muscle development
• Improves circulation, respiration and digestive functioning
• Facilitates increased opportunity for function, social interaction, social skills,
communication and education
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Part of

Why use the Aurora?
In the UK, assisted standing programs are routinely employed as part of the postural
management approach for children through to adults who are unable to independently
maintain well aligned standing or who have limited mobility in the upright position.
A standing program refers to the use
of adaptive equipment, for example, a
standing frame that provides external,
adjustable support to facilitate an
upright, prone or supine position. The
aim of these standing programs is to
prevent or minimise motor symptoms,
to encourage proper alignment, and to
improve bone growth and bone mineral
density through mechanical loading of
the lower limbs and spine, (Macias-Merlo
et al 2013*).
The evidence base is well established,
and the National Institute for Health
and Clinical Excellence (NICE guidelines)
recommends the use of standing frames
in therapy intervention.

Standing
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Prone positioning
We can use the Aurora with the range of
anterior supports to achieve an active and
dynamic position when in prone. Research
demonstrates that when positioned either
in an upright close to neutral position or
tilted moderately into a prone angle we can
maximise the benefits to spinal extension,
create benefits for increasing bone density
and growth, as well as providing an
optimal position to allow a stretch of the
muscle mass, and play a part in preventing

38

contractures.
Functional implications and participation
is also maximised, allowing interaction in
multiple environments, home, classroom,
and otherwise, facilitating occupation in the
prone position.

Part of

Supine position
We can use the Aurora with the range of posterior supports to allow the supine positions,
useful for low tone, where poor head or trunk control is a problem, encouraging the learning
of a more stable standing position, encouraging a more upright position as tolerance allows
and improves.

Getting a person into the Aurora
Ordinarily the most protective stance for the carer and safest most comfortable way to
transfer the user from a wheelchair into the Aurora, would be to position the stander in a
supine position/horizontal, with the hoist and sling specific for the person.
It may be the person is able to weight bare in some capacity, in which case we can guide
the feet to the foot plates and assist the standing position with the assistance of the sit to
stand hoist. Once the person is stable and feeling secure, the standing frame can be moved
into the appropriate position.

Standing
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Standard Features
• Multi-adjustable headrest
• Removable backrest
• Lateral trunk supports
• De-rotational pelvic support
• Fully adjustable knee cups
• Individual adjustable foot and ankle
supports
• Height/depth adjustable tray
• Manual or power base
• All accessories are produced with
comfort foam for a proactive and
superior approach to pressure care

De-rotational pelvic support
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Fully adjustable knee cups

Part of

Accessories and options

Multi-Adjustable Headrest

Whitmyer range

Fitted as standard on size 1 & 2. This headrest
includes height and angle adjustment.

Alternative headrests, including the Whitmyer,
are also available as an option.

Lateral trunk supports

Flexi lateral supports

Height and depth adjustable laterals with
comfort foam fitted as standard.

Knee Cups
Height, depth and width adjustable knee cups
padded with de-rotational straps.

Standard tray
Tray available to assist with therapeutic
activity

Flexi flip-away laterals are available as an
option.

Ergonomic headrest
Fitted as standard on size 3 & 4, optional for
other sizes.

Pelvic Support
De-rotational pelvic support with angle
adjustment. Fitted as standard.

Footplate
Individually adjustable height and ankle
support and footplate.

Activity Tray
Optional activity tray available which includes
bowl recess.

Ability to off-set for asymmetry and allow
abduction in standing

Standing
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Base Options
Once you have selected the appropriate components and size frame, the next step is to
determine the base you require. We provide a full interface evaluation service to assess
fitting onto any base option. The Aurora is available in four sizes, dependent on the weight
of the client, manual or power base options can be selected. Size 1, 2 & 3 are available in
manual fold away options. Size 2, 3 & 4 can also be used on a power base.

Manual - easy foldaway function.

Power - easy foldaway function, hand control and comes with battery charger as
standard.
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Aurora Technical Specification
Measurements MM / KG

Size 1

Number of sizes
Age Range
User Height

Size 2

Size 3

Size 4

1

1

1

1

1yrs - 4yrs

3yrs-7yrs

6yrs-12yrs

11yrs-18yrs

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

600

950

900

1350

1200

1550

1300

1800

User Weight

30kg

40kg

55kg

80kg

Power Assisted Tilt

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manual Assisted Tilt

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Chassis Footprint Width

580

580

702

752

Overall Footprint Length

750

750

1000

1100

Height in upright position, floor to
top of head rest

970

Height in horizontal position

1100

1040

710

1430

1280

790

1630

1460

790

Supine Angle Adjustment

0˚

90˚

0˚

90˚

Prone Angle Adjustment

0˚

90˚

0˚

90˚

Tray Size (Width x Depth)

1880
810

0˚

90˚

0˚

90˚

0˚

90˚

0˚

90˚

470 x 270

Tray Angle Adjustment Supine

40˚

40˚

40˚

40˚

Tray Angle Adjustment Prone

45˚

45˚

45˚

45˚

Trunk Support Pad (Top) to Footplate
Height

430

680

570

975

800

1280

900

1500

Pelvic Support Pad (Top) to Footplate
Height

300

540

475

785

500

1040

625

1225

Knee Cup (Top) to footplate height

140

450

180

550

200

650

250

850

Footplate to floor (Min)

250

135

150

150

Width Between Pelvic & Trunk
Lateral Pads (Std Inrig)

125

230

150

260

200

310

250

360

Width Between Pelvic & Trunk
Lateral Pads (Optional Straight)

165

270

220

330

270

380

320

430

Knee Cup (Internal) width

80

100

100

150

Footplate to top of Headrest

600

850

740

1300

1040

1600

1075

1800

Footplate Angle Plant &
Dorsiflextion

28˚

14˚

28˚

14˚

28˚

14˚

28˚

14˚

Footplate Angle Valgus & Varus

18˚

14˚

18˚

14˚

18˚

14˚

18˚

14˚

Footplate Angle (Rotation)

360˚

360˚

360˚

360˚

Sandal Internal Width

95

105

115

115

Sandal Internal Length

130

185

235

235

Ground Clearance
(bottom of base ski to ground)

145

145

145

145

Tower Weight

14kg

14.5kg

16kg

23.5kg

Manual Base

11kg

12kg

13kg

N/A

Power Base

25kg

25kg

25kg

23.5kg

Weight of Product
(Manual Angle Adj)

25kg

26kg

29kg

42kg

Weight of Product
(Power Angle Adj)

28kg

29kg

32kg

47kg

Standing
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Positioning
Comprehensive selection of belts, harnesses
and head supports to aid client safety and
correct positioning.
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Positioning
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Multi-Adjustable
Head Support
Features
• Multi-adjustable head support has depth and angle adjustment. Each wing adjusts
independently allowing you to contour the headrest to the required position
• Soft foam for comfort
• Concealed adjusters for safety and security

Benefits for Healthcare Professional
• Easy to fit
• Easy to adjust
• Can be used on many JCM seating systems

Benefits for the user and /or caregiver:
• Soft material for comfort
• Easy to clean
• Replacement covers available
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Whitmyer Headrest
The Whitmyer range provides a complete variety of head positioning solutions. The universal mounting arm combines perfectly
with a range of pads, providing an extensive variety of solutions for support and/or control of the cervical spine and head,
from the most basic of needs to the most complex. The range offers comprehensive sizing and a variety of accessories for
customised positioning of the patient.

Heads UpTM
Innovative anterior stabilization arms
• Lower lateral adjustments accommodate varying body shapes
• Swing-out function allows for easy transfers while maintaining proper
head support
• Provide anterior and lateral stabilisation of the shoulders and trunk for
optimal head control
Available with two posterior support options:
• Contoured cradle
• Single sub-occipital

S.O.F.T Paediatric
• Provide occipital and proximal lateral cervical support via a single
curved sub occipital pad
• More generically shaped and allows for less involved adjustments
while still providing some sub-occipital support
• Includes an occipital pad with independent anterior/posterior
movement and flared tabs to assist with midline return
• Suitable to correct or accommodate for mild lateral flexion

Contour Cradle
• Unique anatomic shape which is generically designed to cradle the
occiput and provide lateral cervical support
• A single rotational collar adjustment allows positioning for maximum
support surface contact
• Suitable for individuals with fair head control
• Can achieve some correction or accommodation of mild lateral
flexion/muscle tone issues
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Harnesses
Stayflex™ Chest Support
The Stayflex™ Chest Support gives users needing trunk control firm support without sacrificing comfortable shoulder
movement. The patented “dual-zone” elastic construction virtually eliminates shifting upwards at the neckline as the user leans
forward, reducing the risk of strangulation. Made of carefully selected materials that combine to provide the optimal balance
between stretch and resistance, the Stayflex is the best choice for long-term stability and performance.
Features:
• Heavy-duty knit nylon and foamed rubber padding for strong elastic support
• Quick-release swivel buckles on the lower straps for easy removal
• Superior materials and sewing construction for long life
As always, a pelvic support should be worn with an anterior support product.
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STAYFLEX™ - STANDARD

STAYFLEX™ - NARROW

STAYFLEX™ TRIMLINE - SHOULDER PROTRACTION

STAYFLEX™ - CHEST SUPPORT

Part of

PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness
Distributing pressure across a 25% greater surface area than a traditional H-style harness, the PivotFit™ Shoulder Harness
has a body-contouring shape for optimal support and a comfortable fit. Curved LaminarTM pads follow the contours of the
shoulders and ribcage, with a low-placed sternum strap to reduce the risk of strangulation while providing easy adjustability.
The carefully-engineered new swivel buckle is twice as strong as competitive models and allows for precise pad placement for
an individualized fit.
Available in a non-stretch version for more control, and a dynamic version which allows controlled movement to reduce spastic
tone.
Features:
• Sleek sewing construction is easy to clean
• Elimination of lower D-ring prevents “hot spots” at the
ribcage
• High-strength swivel buckle equalizes tension without
causing “bunching-up”
• Easy-to-tighten sternum strap accommodates clothing
changes and ensures a snug fit
As always, a pelvic support should be worn with any anterior
support product.

	
  

	
  

Positioning
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Centre Pull Hip Belts
Ensures correct hip alignment and prevents unwanted pelvic movement.

2 Point
Two points of attachment makes this belt suitable for users with low tone or muscle weakness.

4 Point
Holds pelvis securely, suitable for clients with substantial movement and moderate to severe positioning needs.

Security Cover
Durable covers which prevent accidental belt
release. Can be opened instantly with a pen
tip.
50

High quality webbing ensures slip-resistance, strength and endurance.
The cushioned pads are shaped to fit the body and distribute pressure for
continued comfort. Belt length adjustment ensures the fit is tailored to the
user.

Positioning
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Ankle Huggers
Correct foot and ankle
support aides upper body
balance and movement
ability, as well as helping
with pelvic positioning.
Features
•

Above ankle positioning reduces joint stress

•

Improves comfort and tolerance for positioning

•

The most secure way of foot positioning

•

The patented pad and webbing ensures
outstanding fit with lasting quality

•

A soft hook and loop adjustment strap which can
be re-adjusted ensures a comfortable snug fit

This specially designed adjustable foot belt system
comfortably stabilises the feet, while allowing
controlled foot movement.

Sandals
The moulded
sandals fit all
JCM footplates
and are available
in four sizes.
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Multi Adjustable Head Support

Units in CM

Size 1

Size 2

Width

40.5

58

Height

11

14

12.5

12.5

Width across
middle section

Hip Belts
Measurements apply to both 2 point and 4-point centre pull hip belts.
To determine the belt size required, the recommended method for measuring hip
width is from trochanter to trochanter (with the user seated). If this is not possible,
measure from ASIS to ASIS and add a couple of inches. If the hip width falls
between sizes on the chart, consider future factors such as growth, weight changes
and clothing.
The correct belt size for the user should include padding, covering all of the user's
bony prominences.

BELTSIZE

A

B

C

D

BELT SIZE

USER HIP WIDTH

XS

25mm

44mm

15cm

117cm

XS

130 - 230 mm

S

38mm

57mm

18cm

127cm

S

180 - 280 mm

M

38mm

64mm

23cm

142cm

M

230 - 380 mm

L

50mm

76mm

28cm

152cm

L

330 - 480 mm

Ankle Huggers

Sandals

Varying degrees of foot movement can be achieved through
adjusting the placement and tension of the lower straps.
NOTE: Orthotic devices or shoes which are padded/wedged may interfere with the
correct fit of the ankle support.

Please Note:
The measurements
are taken from the
inside of the sandal.

gth

len

S
M

Measure circumference above the ankle.
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L

SIZE

WIDTH

LENGTH

140 - 170 mm

XS

60

160

170 - 200 mm

S

85

180

190 - 230 mm

M

90

210

220 - 290 mm

L

105

250

h

XS

ANKLE CIRCUMFERENCE

dt

wi

BELT SIZE

Positioning
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Seating
home care

Uncompromised comfort and postural
support in keeping with a contemporary home
setting
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Jupiter
Home seating system
•

Individually adjustable
features

•

Built-in pressure care as
standard

•

Tilt in space and back
recline

•

New and improved fabric
options - ask for more
details

Jupiter 2 - Deluxe
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Seating home care

Part of

Jupiter

Jupiter is the ideal home use chair for children
through to adults, that combines comfort with
superior posture management. It features tilt
in space, 35o back angle recline and adjustable
arm rests with multi-adjustable flip away trunk
support. It is available in three size options,
Jupiter 1, 2 and 3.

Jupiter 1
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The standard specification
includes: Tilt in space, back angle
recline, adjustable footplate, trunk
support system, headrest, hip
pads and a lap strap. Jupiter is
suitable as a multi-user seating
system.

Jupiter 2 - Deluxe

Jupiter 3
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Seating home care

Part of

Jupiter 1

• Ultimate comfort and support
with back recline, tilt in space
and adjustable leg rest
• Clinically proven postural
management
• Built in pressure care as
standard

Ask your local Product Specialist for details on our latest fabric options.
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Modular home seating with individually adjustable
features. Suitable for ages 3 - 9 years.

Adjustable Headrest

Adjustable Footplate

Includes height and angle adjustment.
Alternative headrests, including Whitmyer, are
also available.

To give the best angle of support. Calf guard
padded. Flip away action to allow easy transfer.

Contoured Split Seat

Flip-Away Laterals

Allows independent leg support and
adjustment, ideal for leg length variation.

Armrest
Angle and height adjustable.

The winged back is adjustable to suit the
shape of the individual. The lateral supports
are height and depth adjustable.

Tilt in space & back recline
Easy to control via levers on the handle, these
features provide maximum comfort in various
ways: reduce the risk of pressure ulcers,
maintain posture, increase circulation to the
limbs and ease transfer.
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Seating home care

Part of

Jupiter 2

• Essential comfort and support
with back recline, tilt in space
and split footplate
• Clinically proven postural
management
• Built in pressure care as
standard
• Choice of arm rests to suit
your needs

Ask your local Product Specialist for details on our latest fabric options.
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Contemporary home seating with individually
adjustable features. Suitable for ages 8 - 13 years.

Adjustable Headrest
Incorporates height and angle adjustment.
Alternative head supports are also available,
including Whitmyer.

Adjustable Footplate
Individually adjustable split footplate to give
the best angle of support. Flip away action to
allow easy transfer.

Pommel (Optional)
Simply fits to the front of the seat to help
abduct the legs.

Leg rest (option)
Easily attached, the leg rest can be infinitely
adjusted to the required angle.

Armrest
Angle and height adjustable, available in
standard or deluxe.

Split seat (Optional)
Allows independent leg support and
adjustment, ideal for leg length variation.

Winged Back & Flip-Away Laterals
The winged back is adjustable to suit the shape
of the individual. The lateral supports are height
and depth adjustable.

Tilt in space & back recline
Easy to control via levers on the handle, these features provide maximum comfort
in various ways: reduce the risk of pressure ulcers, maintain posture, increase
circulation to the limbs and ease transfer.
With combined height and angle adjustment, the arm rests help to prevent
shoulder strain and increase upper body stability.
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Seating home care
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Jupiter 3
• Ultimate comfort and support
with back recline, tilt in space
and elevating leg rest
• Clinically proven postural
management
• Pressure care as standard –
choose from 3 types to match
your needs

Ask your local Product Specialist for details on our latest fabric options.
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Multi-adjustable seating system. Suitable for
ages 12 through to adult.
Jupiter 3 range features 2 models – Comfort and Power. They are suitable for nursing/care home and domestic/homecare
use, with vinyl options that are particularly suited for hospital wards, hospices and respite care environments.
Jupiter 3 combines high levels of comfort with 3 types of pressure care options which can be specified, including foam, gel
and air. These pressure relieving options provide the healthcare professional with a range of solutions to match the client’s
needs. The pressure relieving cushions cater for all users including those who are at high risk of getting pressure sores.
Comfort comes as standard with electric motors for tilt in space and leg rest elevation; with Power providing electric
motors for the back angle recline in addition to tilt in space and leg rest elevation. Both models provide independently
adjustable features to accommodate many clients. This adjustability includes back height, seat width, length and height
adjustment together with arm height adjustment. Jupiter 3 Comfort and Power are suitable for multi-user environments.

Pillow Cushion

Neck Roll

Length adjustable and fits snugly at
the back of the neck for added comfort
and security.

Indicated for mild to severe kyphosis,
providing excellent comfort and support
to the client.

Multi Adjustable Headrest

Lateral Supports

Multi adjustable headrest for
increased head support.
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Provides effective trunk support and
control, soft-padded for additional
comfort.

V Neck Cushion
Soft, comfortable and supportive.

Covered Footplate
Covered footplate for comfort and
easy portering.

Tray
Tray to assist with therapeutic activity.

Optional Push Handle
Removable handle.

Seating home care
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Pressure Testing
As you can see from our pressure imaging test, our integrated gel cushions provide excellent pressure distribution.
This provides the user with enhanced comfort and weight distribution, ensuring essential protection against the usual
disadvantages of long term seating.

Jupiter 3 chair pressure imaging
with integrated visco and gel
cushion.

Frame:

1

Range:

10.0 to 200.0 mmHg

Avg /Peak:

31.64 / 49.59 mmHg

Area:

248.50 in^2

Pressure mapping. It is recognised that pressure mapping may not always be
needed.1. For therapists working in areas where pressure mapping is not available, the
use of clinical skills of observation and touch, and listening to client feedback, can also
provide needed information
1. Isaacson, M. (2011). Best practices by occupational and physical therapists
performing seating and mobility evaluations. Assistive Technology, 23, 13 – 21.

Please ask your local Product Specialist for more information on JCM’s range of Xtra pressure care options, including Vicair
® and JAY.

Seating home care
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Technical Specification
Jupiter
Number of sizes
Age Range

Size 1

Size 2 Standard

Size 2 Deluxe

Size 3

1

1

1

1

3yrs - 9yrs

8yrs-13yrs

8yrs-13yrs

12yrs-Adult

Chassis Footprint Width

570

660

740

730

Overall Footprint Length

510

710

800

730

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Overall Height

1070

1265

1160

1365

1160

1365

1090

1165

Seat Depth Single Seat

240

340

360

530

360

530

380

520

Seat Depth Split Seat

240

375

360

530

360

530

Seat Height (std 100mm Castor)

395

470

425

500

425

500

Optional Castor Stem Fitted

435

510

Seat to Top of Back

340

460

Seat Width

N/A
470

360

520

595

N/A
650

470

440

N/A
650

410

520

440

260

360

Seat Width Between Hip Pads
(Optional Hardware)

170

360

Thigh Guides Adj.
(30mm per side increments)

300

360

320

440

320

440

N/A

Width Between Trunk Lateral
Supports

170

360

230

340

230

340

N/A

160

270

160

270

N/A

N/A

380

195

450

Seat Width Between Hip Pads

Width Between Trunk Lateral
Supports (Optional Hardware)

195

N/A

N/A

380

N/A

N/A

N/A

Seat to Footplate

220

370

210

350

210

350

450

525

Footplate Angle

-10˚

15˚

0˚

60˚

0˚

60˚

0˚

35˚

Armrest height from seat

120

230

150

340

160

380

200

380

0˚

36˚

Armrest height from Floor

600

795

590

780

600

820

690

870

Push Handle Height

850

1050

550

1050

550

1050

1040

1115

Tilt in Space

-5˚

35˚

0˚

15˚

0˚

15˚

0˚

25˚

Back Angle Recline

-5˚

25˚

-5˚

35˚

-5˚

35˚

0˚

25˚

0˚

90˚

Armrest Angle

Leg Rest Elevation
Base Footprint
Ground Clearance
(100mm Castor Fitted)

N/A

N/A

N/A

-10˚ + 90˚

N/A

N/A

W610 x L550

W650 x L680

W650 x L680

145

220

140

215

140

215

W730 x L700
155

230

User Weight

60kg

80kg

80kg

100kg

Approx. Weight of Seat

36kg

52kg

52kg

73kg

Jupiter is suitable for the following environments: domestic, nursing, residential, respite and hospice use.
There are 3 pressure care options available: foam, gel and air. There is also the option of a generous tray which allows for play,
learning or eating.
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Travel
Including a comprehensive range of car seats that
offer the benefit of ISOFIX turntable together with
a range of accessories to ensure safe, supportive
transportation.
Specification

Young Sport
Hero

Carrot 3

Age Range Guide

9 months - 12
yrs

2-15 yrs

9-36 kg

15-36 kg

Maximum User Weight
Iso fix option
Five Point Harness

Rear Facing

For children
9-18kg
in weight.

-

-

Turntable option
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Travel

Carrot 3
Flexible and adaptable
•
•
•
•

Impact shield

•
•

Balance support body pads

•
•
•

Adjustable seat depth

Five point belt
Range of accessories
Meets UK & European
safety standards
Deep seat and
back rest
Large head pads
Detachable, washable
seat covers
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Carrot 3 suitable for ages 2 - 15 years approx.
On the Carrot 3 the seat depth, as well as the height of the back rest, can be increased remarkably to a height of 160cm. The vast
range of accessories means the seat can be adapted to cater for individual needs. The body balance pads stabilise the body against
sideways sway, which is especially useful for those who have difficulty maintaining balance.

Seat angle adjuster mat
Gives greater hip flexion.

Footplate
Height adjustable footrest to support feet and
aid stability.

Isofix turntable option

Trunk supports
These supports give enhanced lateral stability.

Seat extension pads
Provides correct seat extension.

Slots easily into the seat to abduct the legs.

Supporting table
Supports the arms to stabilize the upper body.

CARROT 3 (mm)

MIN

MAX

Overall Width of Chair
(With shoulder protector wing set)

460

420
560

Extendable Backrest Height
(With shoulder protector wing set)

520
670

620
770

Seat Width
Overall Weight of Car Seat
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Pommel

260
Approx. 10kg
Including turntable - 25kg

Approx User Weight

15-36 kg

Seat Depth (standard)

250 or 285

Seat Depth (with 50mm pad)

300 or 335

Seat Depth (with 100mm pad)

350 or 385

Isofix turntable or base option
allows easy access to and from
the car seat.

Travel

Young Sport
Hero
High support car seat
•

Ergonomically
moulded foam

•

Integrated safety
features

•

Comfortable and
adjustable
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Suitable for children from approx 9 months -12 years within a weight
range of 9-36kg.
Recaro Young Sport Hero sets the benchmark. The ergonomically moulded foam from the automotive industry ensures
optimum air circulation so that your child is sitting comfortably. With its height-adjustable shoulder belt with energy
absorber, its central adjustment for the belts and the patented belt-tensioner, as well as its practical carrying handle, Young
Sport Hero is a high quality car seat option.
All covers are removable and machine washable at 30°C. The seat can be easily fitted by setting into the car and secured
using the car's own 3-point-belt.

Carry Handle

5 Point Harness

Useful carry handle gives parents added
convenience.

The 5-point harness is for a child of group 1
(9-18kg) and can be adjusted to fit.

Neck Roll Option

Enhanced Trunk Support Option

Offers extra head support and comfort.

Soft infill side supports can be added for extra
trunk control.

Dimensions (mm)

MIN

MAX

Backrest Height

530

640

Seat Width

185

285

Seat Depth

Turntable
Our turntable mechanism option allows
effortless entrance and exit to vehicles.

Belt Clamp
The seat can be secured to the car easily and the
car seat belt can be tightened even if the belt
clamp is locked.

300

User Age / Weight Range:
Approx 9 months-12 years / 9-36kg
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Zippie Voyage
®

The Zippie® Voyage early intervention stroller combines Baby Jogger™ stroller expertise with Zippie’s incredibly versatile
seating system. The result is an easy-to-use stroller that makes no compromises when it comes to what’s best for you and your
baby.

•

Telescoping Stroller Handle
Responsive, one-hand steering that adjusts to the
caregiver’s height.

•

Quick-Access, Hand-Operated
Wheel Locks
When juggling kids, bags or medical equipment, locking
the wheels is as simple as flipping one lever on the
stroller handle.

•

Canopy with Mesh Window
Keep baby shaded during the day and open the mesh
window to check in.

•

Carry-All Storage Basket
Basket conveniently stores up to 7 kg of your essentials.

•

Swivel Front Wheels with
Suspension and Lock-Out
Glide over and around obstacles while keeping baby
calm, secure, and comfortable. Lock-out the front wheels
for smooth tracking during long-distance strolls.

•

Simple Tilt and Recline adjustment
80°
Transfer
position

Tilti
n

g

Rec

lining

Tilt and recline improves positioning and helps with
feeding, digestion, respiratory function and visual
orientation. Tilt (range 35 °) and recline (up to 180°) the
Zippie Voyage by simply using the easy-to-reach trigger
handle behind the backrest.

90°
Neutral
position

180°
Reclined flat
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Go Together. Grow Together.
Patented Quick-Fold
Technology
Folds into a very compact package in one
simple step (just pull!) so you can quickly
be on your way. The folded base is easy
to balance and to hold in a natural arm
position.

Slide-n-lock Seat Adapter
Removing and re-attaching the seat is just as simple with the Slide-n-Lock
adapter. Rails guide the seat into position until an audible lock indicates that the
seat has been safely attached.

Zippie Voyage // Early intervention
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Max. user weight:

34 kg (5 Stone)

Max. reversing width:

1100 mm

Seat width:

240 – 300 mm, with insert up to
155 mm (excl. upholstery)

Max. safe slope:

9° (for use of parking brake)

Seat depth:

200 – 340 mm (excl. upholstery)

Rear wheel:

12,5” pneumatic with airless inserts

Lower leg length:

155 – 310 mm

Front wheel:

7”

Backrest height:

410 – 610 mm (excl. upholstery)

Seat weight:

6 kg

Backrest angle range:

100° (80° to 180°)

Base weight:

12 kg

Seat angle range:

35° (-5° to 30°)

Removable parts:

Seat and wheels - for transport only

Seat height:

590 – 660 mm (3 steps possible 590
/ 620 / 660 mm)

Colour options:

4 colours - blue, red,beige or gray trims

Total width:

630 mm

Frame material:

Aluminium

Total length:

1100 mm

Crash tested:

Yes; tested in accordance with Annex A
of ISO 7176-19 (2008)

Total height:

980 – 1050 mm

Transport without user:

Fix the product safe in the vehicle (e.g.
car or plane)

Folded length:

800 mm

Folded height:

370 mm

Intended use and
environment:

For children with limited mobility:
indoor and outdoor use, operated by
caregiver

Travel
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Pressure Care
tra function, comfort and innovation in pressure care.
Tailor made for an active life: solutions as individual as
our customers.
As it exists now — most modular seating systems globally are reactive systems. That is, the systems wait for somebody
to develop pressure issues before improvements in the cushioning have to be added for reactive action. For the most
part, the system was not designed to help prevent the onset of pressure care issues.
Our Xtra range of products used with Triton™ demonstrate our proactive approach and are designed around, and continually
provide proactive pressure care with a full spectrum of options to cover those considered low, medium and high risk. Experts
agree that the goal of eradicating needless pressure ulcers in all healthcare environments can be achieved through successful
prevention strategies and comprehensive clinical guidelines.

Why be so proactive? Because we know our customer’s needs...
As part of our design process at JCM we consider, stay alert to and utilise guidance from expert opinion, we know from the
most recent guidelines being proactive really is a smart move, as most of our clients have a continuous low level of need
at all times … why take the risk? We can see this outlined By NICE: Pressure ulcers: prevention and management NICE
guidelines [CG179] Published date: April 2014 (Due for review in 2018).

Pressure care risk factors for neonates, infants, children and young people:
• Being admitted to secondary care or tertiary care or receiving NHS care in other
settings (such as primary and community care)
• If they have a risk factor, for example: significantly limited mobility
• Loss of sensation
• A previous or current pressure ulcer
• Nutritional deficiency
• The inability to reposition themselves
• Significant cognitive impairment
• Poor posture and nutritional issues
At JCM we understand that pressure ulcers are caused when an
area of skin and the tissues below are damaged as a result of being
placed under pressure sufficient to impair its blood supply.

“we’re moving the dial
from reactive to proactive
and predictive pressure
care solutions”.
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Typically they occur in a person confined to bed or a chair. Indeed the
use of seating not specifically designed to provide pressure relief,
can cause pressure ulcers. As pressure ulcers can arise in a number
of ways, interventions for prevention and treatment need to be
applicable across a wide range of settings including community and
secondary care.

Prevention and proactivity
Most importantly Pressure ulcers are often preventable and their
prevention is included in domain 5 of the Department of Health’s
NHS outcomes framework. The current guideline rationalises the approaches used for the prevention and management
of pressure ulcers. Its implementation will ensure practice is based on the best available evidence. It covers prevention and
treatment and applies to all people in NHS care and in care funded by the NHS.

Let’s take a look at what JCM has got to add to the therapy tool kit?
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The JCM tool kit of pressure relieving products provides the user with enhanced
comfort and weight distribution, ensuring essential protection against the usual
disadvantages of long term seating.
The following pages will look into the options you can consider as part of your
clinical assessment.

Pressure Testing

Jupiter 3 chair pressure imaging
with integrated visco and gel
cushion.

Frame:

1

Range:

10.0 to 200.0 mmHg

Avg /Peak:

31.64 / 49.59 mmHg

Area:

248.50 in^2

Pressure mapping. It is recognised that pressure mapping may not always be
needed.1. For therapists working in areas where pressure mapping is not available, the
use of clinical skills of observation and touch, and listening to client feedback, can also
provide needed information
1. Isaacson, M. (2011). Best practices by occupational and physical therapists
performing seating and mobility evaluations. Assistive Technology, 23, 13 – 21.
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Specialised support
A) Slow release foam seat - fitted as standard to all JCM products.
Our slow release foam seat reduces pressure substantially. This makes a real difference for the user in terms of comfort,
improved posture and enhanced weight distribution over long periods. The cushion moulds itself to the contours of the user
and helps to spread the body weight more evenly across a greater surface area. This function is essential to avoid localised
pressure on the critical parts of the body subjected to compression and possible tissue damage. The seat comprises of two
distinct layers which carry out different but equally important functions. The upper layer is a polymer which is both temperature
sensitive and energy absorbing, it responds to body heat and forms to the body’s shape. The supporting layer improves support
and flexibility for the upper layer.

• All foams meet Schedule 1 part 1 of The Furniture and Furnishings Fire Safety
Regulations 1988.
• All Foams are tested for resilience using BS3379
• Clinical assessments were conducted by Tissue Viability Consultancy Services Ltd.
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Density min (kg/ Density max (kg/
m3)
m3)

Product Code

Grade

Bottom Layer

RF65 265

REFLEX 650F

65

Top Layer

VS60 115

VASCO 60H

58

Hardness min
(N)

Hardness max
(N)

Colour

68

240

295

White

62

100

130

Blue

Pressure Care
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B) For high level needs - phase two gels
EZ Feel Cooling Gel Cushion
Made of high quality polyurethane gel, the surface is solid, smooth, and dissipates heat, which helps to regulate the
user's body temperature. The gel also provides excellent pressure distribution and comfort.
The true gel material will not migrate, leak, evaporate, harden, or dry out if the cushion is accidentally punctured.
The material is highly resistant to bacteria and bodily fluids and can be easily cleaned with warm soapy water or a
disinfectant.
Ask your Product Specialist for more information or to add EZ cooling gel to your assessment. JCM are able to create
bespoke options on request through JCM Tailor-Made.

EZ Feel Gel Cushion

EZ Feel Gel Cushion Ultra
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C) Vicair®
Working with our partners Gerald Simonds we can offer Vicair® a complete range of high quality seat cushions and back systems
filled with hundreds of air-filled cells (SmartCells™). This unique
air cell technology provides reliable and stable body support and
superior pressure distribution.
Vicair® Academy Multi Functional Cushion.
Derived from the Academy Adjuster model, with the back part longer, making it possible for
the cushion to be used in chairs where the depth can be adjusted.

Vicair® Academy Positioner Plus 6 and 10 Cushion
Consists of five compartments, each filled with Vicair’s patented air-filled SmartCells™, of
which the cell density can be adjusted according to the user’s needs. Especially suitable for
hemiplegic patients and users with deformity and/or amputations.

Vicair® Academy Junior Vector Cushion
The Academy Junior Vector has an anatomically contoured surface. The cushion offers a
high level of comfort and skin protection, as well as the stable positioning that children
especially need. Available in three standard sizes.

(All cushions shown without outer cover)

There are multiple options available in the Vicair® range, please ask your local Product Specialist for more details on the best
options to suit your client's needs.
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D) STABILO stabilising vacuum cushions - added options designed for
pressure relief, stability, skin protection and positioning.
• From correct sitting prophylactics, through to rehabilitation, to
help in care.
• Thanks to the adaptability of individual cushions, the shape of the
user’s body may be used to improve sitting or lying comfort. By
proper shape modelling, the cushions ensure proper support for
hips and spine.
• The innovative structure of the cushions allows for preserving
shape with various degrees of hardness. These cushions may
be modelled like plasticine and, if necessary, the shape can be
preserved in the form of a hard shell.
The construction, filling and stretchiness of the STABILO material
allows the change of shape through the movement of special
granules rather than its bending. As a result the pressure is even
throughout.
• Easy to use function of pressure valve and air pump
• Allows the carer or therapist the ability to adjust the shape to gain the maximum support required
• Easy to re-shape helping re-issue

The STABILO range can be used in
the Sunbeam, Neptune 2 and Triton™
series of JCM products.

STABILO shown in use on a
Sunbeam
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E) JAY – Pressure Relief Cushions
Since 1983 our JAY design engineers at our parent company Sunrise Medical have produced superior clinical positioning
seating. They have combined science and innovative material technology to develop a market leading range of cushions
we are proud to integrate into JCM.
As Industry pioneers, we continually work with top researchers and clinicians worldwide to develop the most advanced
seating products, designed and tested to exceed industry standards. The JAY philosophy is based on creating a stable
posture to maximize function but also provide high skin protection and increased comfort to meet a broader range of
clinical and technical needs. Here are your choices when building the right cushion for your client's needs:

Option 1: Pelvic well design and fluid pad options
The size and shape of the JAY Balance’s well or
Pelvic Loading Area is based on anthropometric
measurements of pelvic bone width to ensure
maximum stability. Rear and steeper front well walls
have been designed to prevent fluid migration and
keep the fluid where it is needed.
Choose between the JAY Flow Fluid™ or ROHO Dry
Flotation™ airs insert. Innovative Fluid options which
stop ‘bottoming out ‘ from happening, and market
leading ROHO options for a world class approach in
positioning and pressure care.
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Option 2: Field-adjustable positioning components Option 3: Innovative dual cover system; 3 types of
outer covers to choose from

With the optional positioning components, the pelvis
and thighs can be properly positioned for many clinical
applications. The JAY Balance cushion encourages
orthopaedic alignment, increases sitting tolerance and
accommodates changing user needs without ignoring the
pressure care requirements or taking away the need to
adapt and change to changing needs of the user.

A proactive sandwich: The inner cover is made of two way
stretch dartex fabric, is water resistant and easy to clean,
this protects the inner part of the cushion. On the outside/
skin contact area we are protected by Aquaguard zipper
and anti-wicking thread technology to ensure that the
base stays clean and dry, and then can make the choice
between three cover options; microclimatic, stretch, and
incontinence (water proof).

Critically - Each cover allows positioning inserts to be added without increasing surface tension.
All outer covers are machine washable at 60°C and quick to dry – we understand our parents' needs as well as our
users'!

Pressure Care
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Fabric Options
• High standards in
durability and stain
resistance
• Meets all regulatory
standards
• Extensive range of
colours and textures

Jupiter 1 (Turquoise/Black - Stirata)

Neptune 2 (Purple/Black Stirata)
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Our products are available in a variety
of colours and textures and we’re sure
you’ll find the perfect fabric to meet your
requirements.
Fabric

Sunbeam

Star

Aurora

Neptune 2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Triton™

Jupiter 1

Jupiter 2

Jupiter 3

Stirata
Libra
-

Microvelle
-

Cadet Vinyl
+

Neoprene
Available in Black only

Removable cover option

-

-

-

*

These fabric options apply to all current JCM products manufactured from October 2015 onwards. For products ordered prior to this date please contact
Customer Services as per instructions overleaf. Please note fabrics cannot be mixed on component parts.
* : Excluding standard and deluxe armrests + : Excluding Triton 0

Stirata

Red

Blue

Orange

Purple

Turquoise

Hot Pink

Black

Teal

Chocolate

Claret

Gold

Red

Blue

Wine

Buff

Spruce

Pewter

Noir

Teal

Royal

Thistle

Cherry

Putty

Libra

Midnight

Black

Microvelle

Pacific

Cadet Vinyl

Sky

Black

Please note when placing an order for two colour options please state the prominent colour first. For example: Purple/Black will
produce a seat as per the Neptune 2 pictured opposite.
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Wash & Care instructions
Stirata
AGUA Stirata is a specialist fabric with many inherent properties. It is
important to look after the fabric to help maintain its appearance and
condition.
General care: Regular vacuuming and wiping with a damp cloth to remove
dust particles
• Do Not Machine Wash Or Dry Clean
• Do Not Use As Loose Covers
• Spillages: remove quickly with an absorbent dry cloth
• Minor soiling: wipe with a clean damp microfibre cloth
• Water based stains: mild liquid detergent with warm water, rinse
thoroughly followed by drying with an absorbent microfibre cloth. Use
cold water for stains produced by bodily fluids
• Other stains: use proprietary products, following the instructions on the
container carefully
• Hypochlorite or Alcohol based solutions: can be used in extreme
circumstances (10,000ppm)
• Steam cleaning: can be completed in situ
• All soap residue must be rinsed out of the fabric as it will attract further
stains
• Always pre-test cleaners on a hidden piece of fabric to evaluate
the colourfastness and texture of the fabric before proceeding with
cleaning. Please note that stains caused by bodily fluids should be
removed immediately. As with all fabrics, stains that have been left
in situ for over 24 hours will have set and will become increasingly
difficult to remove

Libra
AGUA Libra is a specialist fabric with many inherent properties. It is
important to look after the fabric to help maintain its appearance and
condition.
General care: Regular vacuuming and wiping with a damp cloth to remove
dust particles.
• Do Not Dry Clean.
• Most stains can be removed using the wipe clean method
• Spillages: remove quickly with an absorbent dry cloth
• Minor soiling: wipe with a clean damp cloth
• Water based stains: mild liquid detergent with warm water, rinse
thoroughly followed by drying with an absorbent cloth. Use cold water
for stains produced by bodily fluids.
• Other stains: use proprietary products, following the instructions on the
container carefully.
• Hypochlorite or Alcohol based solutions: can be used in extreme
circumstances (Half a cup of household bleach with 5 litres of water10,000ppm).
• Steam cleaning: can be completed in situ.
• Machine Wash: With care at 40°C. Covers must NOT be turned inside
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•
•
•

•
•

out and the zips MUST be closed. Remove from machine as soon as
washing cycle is complete.
Line Dry.
Iron: If necessary on the face side of the fabric only at medium
temperature.
Always pre-test cleaners on a hidden piece of fabric to evaluate
the colourfastness and texture of the fabric before proceeding with
cleaning.
All soap residue must be rinsed out of the fabric as it will attract further
stains.
Please note that stains caused by bodily fluids should be removed
immediately. As with all fabrics, stains that have been left in situ for
over 24 hours will have set and will become increasingly difficult to
remove.

Cadet Vinyl/Microvelle
• Do not machine wash, fully immerse or soak
• Do not dry clean
• With any aspect of cleaning, it is essential that all residue is removed
from the surface. Do not leave any liquids in situ.
• Upholstered furniture should be vacuumed/cleaned regularly to remove
dust/surface grit particles and prevent build-up of soiling. Take care not
to cause abrasive damage to surface.
• Most stains can be removed by wiping clean if tackled immediately.
• Wipe clean with a damp microfibre cloth and water to remove dust
particles and prevent build-up of soiling.
• Microfibre cleaning cloths are extremely effective without soap, which
is helpful as soap can clog your fabric.
• Remove spillages promptly (within 15 minutes) with an absorbent dry
cloth.
• Water and oil based stains may be removed by using most water based
household proprietary spray cleaning agents, following instructions
carefully.
• Do not apply solvent based cleaners or other chemicals to the fabric.
• Do not use a felt tip, ball point pen or ink to mark as these can leave
permanent stains.
• Bodily fluids should be removed promptly (within 15 mins) with cold
water and then cleaned as above.
• For general soiling, use a microfibre cloth taking care to avoid abrasive
damage to surface and use tepid, soapy water (pH neutral). Rinse clean
with water and dry with an absorbent cloth.
• For extreme soiling/infection control purposes use a 5% Sodium
Chlorite (bleach) solution, Haz Tabs or Chlor Clean.
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How to order new JCM product covers
If you need a quotation for replacement covers this can be provided by contacting the JCM Customer Service team on
0845 605 66 88, option 4.
Before contacting us please ensure you have your serial number available so we can:
a) Check the age and specification of the original product
b) Check for any special parts which may need to be reviewed
c) Check whether the material you require is still available and help you with an alternative choice if necessary
If you do not have your serial number we can also trace the original product details by using the JCM Order Number,
your Purchase Order Number or the JCM Invoice Number.
Once we have checked this important information we will supply you with a quotation to arrange the purchase of the
new covers. Don’t forget we can also supply you with new foams/pads if this is required.
We are also able to send you colour swatches before selecting fabrics.

Important Information
Many of our products have fully removable covers and are very easy to change, however some may require an
element of fitting – please refer to the guide shown to identify the products with removable cover options.
We can include fitting on your quotation if required, or it may be that we need you to return your product to our
factory in the West Midlands. We will discuss these options with you at the quotation stage to ensure you get full
details of all related costs upfront.
If you require any assistance with the information outlined or with the quotation process please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Please contact Customer Service on 0845 605 66 88, option 4
or email: JCM@sunmed.co.uk
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The Sunrise Family

SunriseMedical.co.uk/JCM
JCM Part of Sunrise Medical
Thorns Road
Brierley Hill
West Midlands
DY5 2LD
Tel:

+44 (0)845 605 66 88

Fax:

+44 (0)845 605 66 89

Email: JCM@sunmed.co.uk
		
		
		

SunriseMedical.UK
@SunriseMedical

Part of Sunrise Medical Ltd
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